for diffusion in disordered substitutional solutions as well as in.pure .
; satisfactory from a theoretical point of view for t~e predi~tion of the
. . ·.·· .
•
energy of vacancy migration in pure metals and can more easily be used 
.·and .. are the difference in valence,S the shear moduli of the solvent and the bulk modulus of the solute 1 9 and the·partial heat of mixing. 1 0 To extend ' the self-diffusion equations for application to alloy diffusion, we con-' sider bonding as a localized interaction between nearest neighbor atoms.
For an alloy in which XA and XB are the mole fractions of A and B ' atoms, respectively., and Z is the coordination number of any atom, the number of A-A bonds for the average A atom will be ZXA, and the number ·of A-B bonds will be ZXB. Similarly the number of B-B bonds for the average B atom will be ZXB and the numb~r of A-B bonds, ZXA. The assumption·is made here that the number of vacancies in the solution resulting from removing A atoms from the interior of .the crystal and placing them on the surface is proportional to XA and likewise, that the number of vacancies due to removal of B atoms is proportional to ~· Taki~g the bond energies as proportional to the sublimation energy L 6 ,,' we find that the total energy for vacancy formation is proportional to
•.
• . In Table II we apply Eqs~ (6) and (7) '·' ··-~ ' •"..
• "¢ use of the· parameter BsVo gives poor agreement with experiment while the
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Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report.
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